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Adolescent chewing (or exploratory chewing as it 

is also known) commonly occurs in dogs between 

puppyhood and adulthood at seven to 12 months of 

age, and can last for up to six months. It is different 

from puppy teething since it happens after all the 

needle-like puppy teeth have fallen out. Adolescent 

dogs often have an uncontrollable urge to chew, which 

could be because of discomfort in the gums 

as their adult teeth are settling into the jawbone. 

Chewing and how to control it



Why do dogs chew?
Adolescent chewing also occurs as 
young dogs attempt to explore their 
environment and discover new things. 
Reasons include the following.

Boredom – dogs left alone for long 
periods or not getting enough mental 
and physical stimulation are likely to 
become bored. Working breeds have 
naturally high activity levels and become 
easily bored in the wrong home. This can 
lead to destructive behaviour.

Puppy teething – this occurs between 
three and seven months of age when 
puppies have an uncontrollable urge to 
chew to relieve some of the discomfort in 
their gums. Chewing also facilitates the 
removal of puppy teeth and the eruption 
of the adult set.

Attention seeking – if your dog learns 
that chewing something forbidden (such 
as the TV remote) makes you get up 
and chase round the room, the animal 
quickly learns that this is a great way to 
get attention.

An unbalanced diet – for example, 
if not getting enough calcium your dog 
may try to compensate by chewing 
stones or plaster. All dogs should be fed 
according to their age, weight, health 
status and the amount of exercise they 
receive. Consult your vet for advice on the 
best diet for your dog.

Distress at being left alone – some 
dogs cannot cope with being separated 
from their owners and are destructive 
when left – see the pet care leaflet, Alone 
at home (D20).

What can be done 
about chewing?

  Supply your dog with items that are 
safe and tough enough to survive being 
chewed – this means they should not 
splinter, or break into small or harmful 
pieces that can be swallowed

  Make sure the dog does not have 
access to places where there are 
valuable or dangerous items if you are 
not there to supervise

  Regularly exercise your dog – especially 
away from home, at least once a day  
(ie do not just exercise your dog in  
the garden)

  Visit different environments when you 
walk your dog (such as pavements, 
fields, woods, parks and beaches).  
Care must be taken with puppies until 
they are fully protected by vaccination.

  Teach your dog what is acceptable and 
unacceptable to chew

  Try to play with your dog at least three 
times a day, for at least five minutes 
each time. Short, frequent play sessions 
are the best.
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Toys and chews  
are different
Generally, toys and chews should not 
be confused. Toys are usually designed 
to be thrown, chased, squeaked, 
and tugged during play. Most are 
not designed to be chewed. Some 
exceptions are Kongs and activity balls 
which can be referred to as “chew toys” 
(see page 7).

Toys

Easily destroyed soft toys should always  
be picked up by the owner at the end 
of the game and put out of the dog’s 
reach. This will save you money because 
the toys last much longer – you will 
also avoid the need to take your dog to 
the vet because of a blockage caused 
by swallowing toys. Do not leave them 
for your dog to chew once the game 
has finished.

Chews

Chews should be given when a dog 
is settling down for a quiet time, either 
in your presence or alone. Unlike toys, 
chews are designed for nibbling and 
gnawing and are essential if you want 
a dog to chew acceptable items instead 
of your furniture. Examples of chews 
include rask, chew stick, dental rawhide, 
pressed hide, large and medium Kongs, 
and activity balls.

Kongs
All dogs like to play on their own 
sometimes, so it is important to leave 
at least one “safe” toy down for them to 
play with at any time. An excellent choice 
for this purpose is a chew toy such as a 
Kong (available from pet shops). This is 
a firm rubber toy, hollow on the inside 
and which can withstand lots of chewing. 
If you stuff biscuits inside the Kong or 
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smear some cheese spread inside, 
your dog will work to get the food out, 
and will nibble, lick and chew on the toy 
for some time. Kongs are also good at 
stimulating play and chase behaviour, 
since they bounce unpredictably in 
different directions when thrown. 

Activity balls
These are hollow dimpled balls, the size 
of a small football, with two holes. If you 
place small pieces of dry food inside 
(such as a portion of the dog’s daily food 
ration or mixer), the dog has to roll the 
ball around to get the food to drop out of 
the holes. This keeps them occupied for 
quite some time.

Teaching right from wrong
Always reward your dog for chewing 
the right things. Every day, provide one 
or two chews your dog has not seen 
for a while. Leave them out on the floor 
whenever your dog is in the room. 
When you see your dog chew one, 
praise gently. 

Correct your dog when he chews the 
wrong things. If you notice your dog is 
about to chew something prohibited, 
quietly direct attention onto an 
acceptable chew, and make a huge 
fuss when the dog begins to chew 
on it. This will encourage your dog 
to select the items you want to be 
chewed.

Other tips
Any valuable possessions (such as 
wallets) or potentially dangerous items 
(such as scissors) should be removed 
from your dog’s reach. Your dog may 
chew your best shoes or the remote 
control if these are within reach and  
you are not there to say “no”.

Adolescent chewing can sometimes be 
discouraged by spraying the object with 
a taste deterrent such as Bitter Apple 
(available from pet shops). However, 
this method only discourages some 
dogs. In addition, in order to maintain 
the unpleasant taste the object needs 
to be frequently resprayed. Spraying 
items with Bitter Apple does not cure 
a chewing problem. You will still need 
to follow the rest of the advice in this 
leaflet to improve your dog’s behaviour.



table leg, you pay attention 
immediately – so your dog finds 

it more fun to chew the table leg. You 
have not taught your dog properly what 
is right and wrong to chew.

When should I give 
my dog chews?
The chew or bone should be given 
whenever you want your dog to settle 
down. This could be when you want to 
go out and leave the dog alone for a 
while, or it may be when you want to 
relax and read a book. 

My dog chews my 
things out of spite
Chewing is done for reasons such as 
discomfort in the gums, boredom due 
to lack of exercise, or distress in the 
owner’s absence. Chewing is never 
done out of spite or jealousy, or with 
any intent to destroy valuable property 
on purpose. 

Common problems
I always chastise my dog for 
chewing, but he still does it...

This is because punishment does not 
work. At best, it just teaches the dog not 
to chew when you are there, as your 
dog knows you will get annoyed. It does 
not teach the dog the right thing to do. 
Therefore, it follows that when you are 
out, rugs may get chewed and the table 
leg eaten.

My dog already has a chew and 
lots of toys, so why does he still 
chew things he shouldn’t?

The dog is bored with the chew, because 
it is available all the time. Toys are no 
fun unless the owner is playing too, 
but usually when your dog picks up a 
toy or a bone this is ignored by you. 
Conversely, if your dog chews the 
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Do I have to buy dozens 
of expensive chews?
No, but ideally you should have a wide 
range of chews, in order that you can 
rotate the ones you give on a daily basis. 
The following five are recommended.

  Kong
  Pressed rawhide chew
  Rasks
  Dental chew
  Rawhide twist

You can then give them to your dog 
in rotation, for example: 

Monday  •  Kong with dog 
biscuits inside 

 • rawhide twist

Tuesday  • pressed rawhide chew 
 • rask

Wednesday •  dental rawhide chew

Thursday  •  Kong with cheese 
spread inside

Friday  • rawhide twist 
 • pressed rawhide chew

Saturday  •  Kong with Markies 
biscuits inside

Sunday  • pressed rawhide chew 
 • dental rawhide chew

What makes chewing worse?
    If you take everything away from the 
dog, and leave nothing appropriate to 
chew, your dog will find something else 
(such as your carpet)

  Lack of physical and mental 
stimulation (ie inadequate exercise  
and play sessions)

  Keeping your dog in one place 
(never taking your dog out of the  
house and garden)

Mistakes may happen
Never give your dog the run of the house 
until reliable behaviour is established.  
If your dog chews something 
inappropriate, consider it your fault, not 
that of the dog. If your dog chews whilst 
you have been out, do not punish when 
you return. It will do no good. It can 
come as a great shock, when the dog 
runs to greet you, if you are annoyed or 
even aggressive. Punishment only makes 
the dog think you are unpredictable and 
causes mistrust and anxiety – and an 
anxious dog is much more likely to chew.

Beyond adolescence 
and into adulthood
When your dog becomes a fully grown 
adult, the desire to chew will diminish, 
but will not go completely. It is important 
to give an adult dog chews throughout 
life to exercise jaws and keep teeth clean. 
Always remember the chewing stage 
will pass more quickly if you understand 
your dog’s needs. If you provide a range 
of chews, plenty of play sessions and 
the opportunity to explore different 
environments and exercise well, you are 
well on the way to having a contented 
dog that only chews the right things.
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Blue Cross advice leaflets are packed 
full of top tips to help owners with their 
pet questions. They cover a wide range 
of topics, from training a puppy to caring 
for an older cat. So if you need some 
support to help you with a pet problem, 
whether it’s about a dog or a degu, we’re 
here for you. 

You can read and download our leaflets 
online at www.bluecross.org.uk 

Visit our website to take advantage 
of all its features, including:

• blog posts from Blue Cross experts 
• latest news 
• events near you
• pets needing new homes

Or you can join in the chat on our 
online communities: 

  www.facebook.com/thebluecrossuk 

  www.twitter.com/the_blue_cross

Blue Cross
Blue Cross has been dedicated to the 
health and happiness of pets since 1897. 
Abandoned or unwanted, ill or injured – 
we do what's needed to give every pet 
a healthy life in a happy home. We're a 
charity, so the more help you give us,  
the more help we can give pets.

How you can help
Blue Cross doesn’t receive any 
government funding, so we rely on  
the generosity of pet lovers like you.  
There are lots of ways you can help  
the sick, injured and abandoned  
pets in our care, like making a  
donation, fundraising for us or  
leaving us a legacy. 

Please call us on 0300 777 1897  
or visit www.bluecross.org.uk

Happy, healthy pets  
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Blue Cross head office  
Shilton Road, Burford, Oxon OX18 4PF

Telephone: 0300 777 1897
Fax: 0300 777 1601
Email: info@bluecross.org.uk

www.bluecross.org.uk

Registered charity no: 224392 (England and Wales), SC040154 (Scotland)


